
      

 

Fifth and Sixth Grade Spelling Words 

actor addition agreed allowed amendment 

amusement awhile beginning bruise capitol 

carefully cause celebrate chemical chocolate 

climate collar column consider continent 

country crystal daughter decimal dessert 

dictionary difference difficult direction division 

eighth election elements enjoyment equation 

errands exact except factory fault 

favourite finished forward fought fraction 

furniture future general government graph 

grease guide happily harvest height 

hoarse imagine include increase information 

instrument inventor island jewel knives 

language length major material mayor 

memories method million music natural 

necessary newspaper notebook noun orphan 

ought oxygen paragraph payment pleasant 

plural poison practice president problem 

program property radio raise rarely 

receive region rhythm rising ruin 

salad sandal scent schedule science 

separate service settled shadow shelter 

signal similar sincerely soil solve 

southern spoiled statement station stomach 

suitcase surprise sweater syllable syrup 

tasty teaspoon terrible thoughtful thrown 

tornado traffic trail treasure treatment 

triangle tunnel understood unknown usually 

various weight western whisper wives 

women wonderful wreck x-ray yesterday 



      

 

Fifth and Sixth Grade Spelling Words 

 

action appearance audience bough business 

courageous convenience comfortable disastrous descendant 

desperately especially exaggerate encyclopedia gesture 

governor gaze grateful hyphen heroes 

headache hangar increase inquire intermission 

immediate independence ingredient express mammal 

surface simply noisy poem expect 

squawk solar grief spaghetti pressure 

sailor listening recently quote myth 

rumour safety wrestle rehearse whose 

rural jealous separate partial scarcely 

ambulance temperature scientific emergency marriage 

sword sentence museum excellent league 

ancient nationality patient vault honourable 

struggling acquire vacuum persuade mechanic 

requirement accidently performance scissors vegetable 

studios systematic violence unbelievable separately  

lightning unsuccessful variety strengthen noticeable 

operational acknowledgement restaurant unmistakable recyclable 

preferable millionaire rhythmic mischievous appointed 

annual arrange attention continued disappoint 

manufacture message mountain northern numeral 

object pleasure prepared probably promise 

protection represent solution whoever weird 

vein interview beige elevator budget 

inventory coyote raisin heritage cooperation 

nurture logical omitted category popularity 

cemetery abandon tongue rustic advise 

shampoo cupboard autumn senior coupon 

muscle tutor future yield furrow 

 

 


